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International adventurers are drawn to the isolated canyons of northwestern Mexico to build

secluded campsites beside trickling streams where the golden moon glistens each evening on

green and red gorges that are deeper and narrower than those of America’s Grand Canyon.

These silent ravines are magnets to more than just adventurers. They attract cyclists, amateur

geologists and anthropologists, landscape photographers, rafters and climbers who seem to

reappear again and again, as dependably as the return of the full moon. Created some 25-35

million years ago after intense volcanic and pyroclastic activity, the canyons consist of six

distinct gorges that splay out into 200 chasms, all formed by erosion and rivers that drain from

the mountains into the Rio Fuerte. It, in turn, empties into the Sea of Cortez. Four of the

chasms are over 1,000 feet (300 m) deeper than any in the Grand Canyon of Colorado. But to

see these immense gorges and ravines that cover an area about the size of Texas, you must

take time to go down into them on a burro or horse, on a raft or a bicycle if you dare, or even

on your own feet. You must hire a guide and then spend endless days rambling and scrambling

from one chasm into the next, each a new and different world from the last. The local

indigenous group occupying the Copper Canyon are the Tarahumara or, more correctly, the

Raramuri, as they call themselves. These semi-nomadic cliff dwellers, at one time shared most

of the land in Chihuahua State with their close relatives, the Apaches. After being enslaved by

the Spanish to work in the gold and silver mines during the 1800s and early 1900s, these

independent people followed their custom of passive resistance and melted into the road- and

rail-less canyons of the Sierra Madres, where they couldn’t easily be captured. Today the

Raramuri live in small groups throughout the rugged canyons, some so far from towns that only

they, with their running skills and knowledge of the canyons, can get in and out in a reasonable

time span. Using horses and carts is impractical in the steep terrain and today, even with

modern engineering knowledge, there is just one very narrow road, which is suitable for

vehicles, albeit small ones, that goes down into and across the canyons. This is the ultimate

guide to this amazing and unforgettable region by an author who has spent much time there,

hiking every trail, meeting the Indians, visiting every town. She tells you everything you need to

know about the hotels, the places to eat, the trails you can explore on a bike or a burro, the

trails you must walk, how to immerse yourself in the culture
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Publishing, Inc. IntroductionInternational adventurers are drawn to the isolated canyons of

northwestern Mexico to build secluded campsites beside trickling streams where the golden

moon glistens each evening on green and red gorges that are deeper and narrower than those

of America’s Grand Canyon. These silent ravines are magnets to more than just adventurers.

They attract cyclists, amateur geologists and anthropologists, landscape photographers, rafters

and climbers who seem to reappear again and again, as dependably as the return of the full

moon. Created some 25-35 million years ago after intense volcanic and pyroclastic activity, the

canyons consist of six distinct gorges that splay out into 200 chasms, all formed by erosion and

rivers that drain from the mountains into the Rio Fuerte. It, in turn, empties into the Sea of

Cortez. Four of the chasms are over 1,000 feet (300 m) deeper than any in the Grand Canyon

of Colorado. But to see these immense gorges and ravines that cover an area about the size of

Texas, you must take time to go down into them on a burro or horse, on a raft or a bicycle if you

dare, or even on your own feet. You must hire a guide and then spend endless days rambling

and scrambling from one chasm into the next, each a new and different world from the

last.Exploring the El Fuerte River The vegetation in the canyons is rich, with 23 known species

of pine, 200 species of oak, Andean alder and poplar trees plus unnumbered wild flowers that

decorate the hillsides after a spell of rain. November to May is when migratory birds are

passing to their winter nesting grounds farther south and a season when you might be

rewarded with a squawk from a flying military macaw or a thick-billed parrot. There are foxes,

snakes, raccoons, coatimundi and cougars that might explore your tent in search of food if you

are lucky and the areas are devoid of traffic jams, souvenir touts and camera-clicking tour

groups. To fully appreciate this escape from everyday life, you are advised to leave cell phones



and iPods in your hotel or at home. It is true that some travelers in the past appreciated the

canyons from lawn chairs perched in front of their motorhomes that were safely anchored onto

a flat-deck train-car, but this has been outlawed. Today those same travelers sit in the luxury of

a coach and peer through the windows. It takes them one day to pass through the entire

64,000 sq km/25,000 sq miles covered by the canyons, but they see just the icing. They never

taste the cake. The Copper Canyon, called the Barrancas del Cobrè in Spanish, is located in

the Sierra Tarahumara, in the state of Chihuahua. The mountains are appropriately named

after the indigenous group, the Tarahumara, that has inhabited the area for centuries.

Chihuahua shares its northern border with the United States, its western one with Mexican

states of Sonora and Sinaloa and its southern border with Durango. The eastern edge butts up

against the state of Coahuila. Two rivers, the Rio Grande and the Rio Bravo, form the natural

northeastern border between the US and Mexico. The main highway passes from the south of

Mexico through the capital city of Chihuahua, and crosses the Mexican-American border at

Ciudad Juarez in Mexico and El Paso in the US. There are two climates in the canyons, with

the rim being cooler and dryer than the valleys. The best time to visit is during dry season

between March and July, when the temperatures range from around 70ºF on the rim to 80ºF or

90ºF in the valleys. This is followed by the flowering season, caused by abundant rain that

peaks in August and continues, gradually abating in October. Winter in the Canyons is between

November and February when, on the rim, there can be snow and freezing temperatures, while

in the valleys there is rain that can cause rivers to swell, making crossings dubious, the non-

paved roads slimy and slippery and the people ready to spend an hour or two discussing

anything but the weather.Fully enjoying the Copper Canyon is not for everyone. To do any of

the muscle-powered activities, physical health and strength are essential. If you have

endurance, time and love of adventure, you will gain an experience that will be trapped in your

memory forever.Tarahumara Indian children in Copper CanyonHistoryAnywhere I go I want to

know who was there before me and I want to know their stories. Paleo-IndiansThe main pattern

of Paleo-Indian settlement in the Americas (20,000-7,000 BC approx) is generally agreed

upon, though dates and details keep changing and infighting among anthropologists and

archaeologists is intense. By about 20,000 BC, the last ice age was into a long decline. The ice

pack that covered most of Canada and the North-Eastern United States shrunk back, creating

a corridor from Beringia (connecting Asia and North America) down into ice-free southern

Alberta. From there the rest of the Americas was wide open, but the migrants kept moving

south down the mountain chains. They stuck to the highlands because these areas supported

the large herbivores that they ate: mammoth, mastodon, caribou, bison, horse, giant armadillo,

giant sloth, guanaco, llama, and vicuna. The dating of sites in the Americas shows the

progression, first north-to-south, then out to the sides. These dates also show how long the

process took. Sites like Monte Verde in southern Chile have been reliably dated to about

12,000-10,000 BC. Estimates are that in Mesoamerica, the occupied parts of pre-Columbian

Mexico and Central America, the highlands may have been populated as early as 18,000

BC. Archaeologists also learn from the sites how the Paleo-Indians lived. In Monte Verde there

were wood and skin huts containing brazier pits. Mastodon and other large herbivore bones

were found, along with the remains of seeds, nuts, berries, and roots. Tools included stone

hand axes, choppers, and scrapers; some of these tools may have had wooden handles. The

weapons were wooden lances and stones, chosen or shaped so that they could be hurled from

slings. Once the Americas were occupied from top to bottom, population pressure and global

warming resulted in movement into the lowlands, along the coastlines, which at that time were

farther out to sea. Increasing temperatures changed the highlands in particular, leaving them



less habitable. In Mesoamerica the grasslands turned to deserts, and the large herbivores

disappeared, leaving smaller game like rabbits and deer. By 11,000 BC, people were eating

wild corn, onions, amaranth, avocado, acorns, piñon nuts, chili peppers, maguey, and prickly

pear. By 8,000 BC, the Paleo-Indian period of Mesoamerica was coming to an end. Chasing

game was giving way to clearing land, cultivating domestic plants, and raising domestic

animals.

Exploring the El Fuerte River The vegetation in the canyons is rich, with 23 known species of

pine, 200 species of oak, Andean alder and poplar trees plus unnumbered wild flowers that

decorate the hillsides after a spell of rain. November to May is when migratory birds are

passing to their winter nesting grounds farther south and a season when you might be

rewarded with a squawk from a flying military macaw or a thick-billed parrot. There are foxes,

snakes, raccoons, coatimundi and cougars that might explore your tent in search of food if you

are lucky and the areas are devoid of traffic jams, souvenir touts and camera-clicking tour

groups. To fully appreciate this escape from everyday life, you are advised to leave cell phones

and iPods in your hotel or at home. It is true that some travelers in the past appreciated the

canyons from lawn chairs perched in front of their motorhomes that were safely anchored onto

a flat-deck train-car, but this has been outlawed. Today those same travelers sit in the luxury of

a coach and peer through the windows. It takes them one day to pass through the entire

64,000 sq km/25,000 sq miles covered by the canyons, but they see just the icing. They never

taste the cake. The Copper Canyon, called the Barrancas del Cobrè in Spanish, is located in

the Sierra Tarahumara, in the state of Chihuahua. The mountains are appropriately named

after the indigenous group, the Tarahumara, that has inhabited the area for centuries.

Chihuahua shares its northern border with the United States, its western one with Mexican

states of Sonora and Sinaloa and its southern border with Durango. The eastern edge butts up

against the state of Coahuila. Two rivers, the Rio Grande and the Rio Bravo, form the natural

northeastern border between the US and Mexico. The main highway passes from the south of

Mexico through the capital city of Chihuahua, and crosses the Mexican-American border at

Ciudad Juarez in Mexico and El Paso in the US. There are two climates in the canyons, with

the rim being cooler and dryer than the valleys. The best time to visit is during dry season

between March and July, when the temperatures range from around 70ºF on the rim to 80ºF or

90ºF in the valleys. This is followed by the flowering season, caused by abundant rain that

peaks in August and continues, gradually abating in October. Winter in the Canyons is between

November and February when, on the rim, there can be snow and freezing temperatures, while

in the valleys there is rain that can cause rivers to swell, making crossings dubious, the non-

paved roads slimy and slippery and the people ready to spend an hour or two discussing

anything but the weather.Fully enjoying the Copper Canyon is not for everyone. To do any of

the muscle-powered activities, physical health and strength are essential. If you have

endurance, time and love of adventure, you will gain an experience that will be trapped in your

memory forever.Tarahumara Indian children in Copper CanyonHistoryAnywhere I go I want to

know who was there before me and I want to know their stories. Paleo-IndiansThe main pattern

of Paleo-Indian settlement in the Americas (20,000-7,000 BC approx) is generally agreed

upon, though dates and details keep changing and infighting among anthropologists and

archaeologists is intense. By about 20,000 BC, the last ice age was into a long decline. The ice

pack that covered most of Canada and the North-Eastern United States shrunk back, creating

a corridor from Beringia (connecting Asia and North America) down into ice-free southern

Alberta. From there the rest of the Americas was wide open, but the migrants kept moving



south down the mountain chains. They stuck to the highlands because these areas supported

the large herbivores that they ate: mammoth, mastodon, caribou, bison, horse, giant armadillo,

giant sloth, guanaco, llama, and vicuna. The dating of sites in the Americas shows the

progression, first north-to-south, then out to the sides. These dates also show how long the

process took. Sites like Monte Verde in southern Chile have been reliably dated to about

12,000-10,000 BC. Estimates are that in Mesoamerica, the occupied parts of pre-Columbian

Mexico and Central America, the highlands may have been populated as early as 18,000

BC. Archaeologists also learn from the sites how the Paleo-Indians lived. In Monte Verde there

were wood and skin huts containing brazier pits. Mastodon and other large herbivore bones

were found, along with the remains of seeds, nuts, berries, and roots. Tools included stone

hand axes, choppers, and scrapers; some of these tools may have had wooden handles. The

weapons were wooden lances and stones, chosen or shaped so that they could be hurled from

slings. Once the Americas were occupied from top to bottom, population pressure and global

warming resulted in movement into the lowlands, along the coastlines, which at that time were

farther out to sea. Increasing temperatures changed the highlands in particular, leaving them

less habitable. In Mesoamerica the grasslands turned to deserts, and the large herbivores

disappeared, leaving smaller game like rabbits and deer. By 11,000 BC, people were eating

wild corn, onions, amaranth, avocado, acorns, piñon nuts, chili peppers, maguey, and prickly

pear. By 8,000 BC, the Paleo-Indian period of Mesoamerica was coming to an end. Chasing

game was giving way to clearing land, cultivating domestic plants, and raising domestic

animals.Edible cactus in the canyon By 7,000 BC, most nomadic hunters settled down and

grew crops, especially squash, avocado, and chili pepper. By 5,000 BC, maize – a small, wheat-

like ancestor of corn – was being grown in the Tehuacan Valley of Southern Mexico. By 3,000

BC, pit house settlements were popular. A pit house is a tent-like wood, wattle, and daubed-

mud structure erected over a hole dug into the ground. By 2,300 BC, pottery replaced stone

jars and bowls, village life was the norm, and population growth was exploding. One of the

sites, found in 1947 on the shores of former Lake Texcoco in Central Mexico, confirmed many

of these facts for archeologists. As civilization grew, four classical groups formed in Mexico.

They were the Teotihuacans, who lived in and around Mexico City, the Zapotecs who lived in

the Oaxaca and Tehuantepec areas, and the Olmecs and Totonacs, who lived in the Vera Cruz

part of the country. The Maya lived mostly in Southern Mexico, Belize and Guatemala and as

far south as Honduras and Nicaragua. The Aztecans, to whom the Tarahumara are related,

lived to the north and west of Teotihuacan and south of the Copper Canyon. As the Bronze Age

developed between 2,100 BC and 600 AD, people produced metal tools, pots and weapons,

and their trading territories spread great distances from their traditional centers. It was around

600 AD, when iron was first used, that the Aztecans were strong enough to war with those

living in Central Mexico. Also in the northwest of Mexico, where the state of Chihuahua is

located today, were the Paquimè people who lived in settlements of mud-brick construction that

held 20 or more homes clustered around a central plaza. As the populations grew, the people

replaced the single-story dwellings with two- and three-story buildings. This civilization

disappeared just before the arrival of the Spanish.All in all, before the Spanish arrived, the

Mexican civilizations had developed organized religions, written language, monumental

architecture, sophisticated art forms, and an understanding of mathematics and astronomy.

They also had an accurate calendar. But their main focus was, as with modern people, mainly

on production, trade and war.Archeologists found the remains of 23 articulated human

mummies that date back to about 1,000 AD in one of the Copper Canyon’s caves.State of

ChihuahuaIt was the silver discovered first at Santa Barbara in Conchos Indian territory in



central Chihuahua State that first attracted the Spanish – the silver and the easy enslavement

of non-Christian Indians made up mostly of Tarahumara and Conchos. When the mine opened

in Parral, north of Santa Barbara in 1631, the state became Mexico’s center of silver

extraction. Like the lure of gold, the silver brought Spanish miners in droves, which in turn

resulted in a plague that decimated the local population. The forced labor of Indians, the

attempt at assimilation, the disease and finally a severe drought which resulted in famine and

death caused a flurry of revolts that started in 1644 and continued off and on until the 1680s.

The Tarahumara Indians literally took to the hills, waging war occasionally until 1698 when the

Spanish defeated them. By mid 1700, the Apaches and Comanches from north of the Rio

Grande became a constant and unrelenting enemy of the Spanish, attacking settlements

throughout Chihuahua and the southern United States. They were such skilled horsemen and

warriors that while they burned farms, killed and stole livestock and destroyed mines they

constantly eluded detection or capture by the Spanish military. In hopes of defeating the

Indians, the Spanish often divided the Indian groups by offering land, peace and implements

with which to work the lands. Then they encouraged them to fight not only each other. This

period of terror lasted until the end of the century. A series of successful reforms were

introduced to placate the Apaches living in Chihuahua who, now tired of war, accepted the

fertile land, the useful farming implements and hunting rifles and became farmers. During this

turbulent history Spanish and Indian mixed to produce Mexicans, and a class structure evolved

with the American born Spaniards known as Creoles on top and those with the most Indian

blood on the bottom. Naturally the lines between these classes were

vague. IndependenceExploitation of the lower classes continued and caused discontent mostly

amongst the miners. Led by Miguel Hidalgo after an inspiring speech in Guanajuato on

Spetember 16th, 1810, the miners who in turn had the sympathy of most peasants, started the

war of independence that resulted in Hidalgo and his machete-wielding army meeting the

royalists near Mexico City. Intimidated by the heavily armed enemy, Hidalgo retreated to

Guadalajara and then to the north. He and some of his men were captured, executed and had

their heads hung on a granary wall as a warning to other would-be rebels. However, even

today, September 16th is celebrated as Independence Day and Hidalgo is considered the hero

although true independence didn’t come for another three years. After Hidalgo’s death, his loyal

follower, Jose Maria Morelos whose main goal was to win independence for Mexico by forming

a constitution and improving the economy. He succeeded in establishing a Congress of leading

political citizen which in turn developed the document, Sentiments of the Nation, which

declared Independence from Spain and created a legislative, executive and judicial

departments of government. But most important, it abolished slavery and racial discrimination.

On November 6th, 1813 Independence was officially declared but in fact the battle was not

over. Civil war, that lasted a total of five years, broke out. In late November of 1815, while

escorting the new Congress across the country, Morelos was captured by royalist forces, tried

and executed by firing squad for treason. Today Morelos is considered a national hero and his

statue will be found throughout the country is plazas and parks. In Spain liberal revolts

influenced the Creoles of Mexico to change sides and join forces with the Indians in the hope

of bringing true independence to the country. On September 27th, 1821, Agustin de Iturbide, a

royalist general entered Mexico City. He declared Mexico a nation with independent rule and

himself Emperor. His promise to the peasants was independence, Catholicism and equality.

Although Mexico was now independent of Spanish rule Iturbide had no real support and lost

power within a year. He abdicated in March, 1823 and the Supreme Executive Power ruled until

Guadalupe Victoria assumed the office of the President in October, 1824. A constitution was



adopted during which time the Creoles managed to gain equality with the Spanish. The Indians

on the other hand, along with the Mestizos, were still without power and struggles between the

Spanish and Creoles were fierce. Control over the military, and thus over the government, on

average, changed hands yearly. Antonio Lopez Santa Anna, a Creole who changed sides

often, had moved to overthrow Iturbide and make Mexico a republic. After Iterbide’s abdication

Santa Anna became the governor of Veracruz and Guadalupe Victoria became President.

However, by 1828 Santa Anna, Guerrero and Lorenzo Zavala staged a coup that overthrew

Victoria and put Gerrero in power. The following year, he decided that Mexico was not ready for

democracy and became a dictator using ruthless methods to repress any opposition. There

were three more coups putting the winning leaders in power. Now secure in the east and south,

the leaders concentrated on the struggles in the north where silver mines were located. In

1836 Santa Anna led forces to Texas in order to keep the land in Mexican control. However,

during an afternoon sleep when he failed to post guards, the Americans attacked and won. The

battle resulted in Santa Anna becoming prisoner. He quickly signed a treaty giving Texas to the

US. Because of oppression, lost land, disease and general discontent the Apache and

Comanche living along the area that are now the borders with the US again went to war. This

war, the Mexican-American War, lasted until 1848 and left thousands dead but the Indians

retained their traditional lands that Santa Anna had lost, much to the disgruntlement of some.

For example, the author Josiah Gregg wrote, that due to the Indian raids, most non-Indian

settlers abandoned their ranches and haciendas for the safety of the towns and cities. Gregg

wrote, that he was quite appalled at the thought that they, the Creoles, might see Comanche

and Apache Indians walking the streets of Mexico City. Benito Juarez took power in 1854 and

brought economic reforms, had the military and religious courts abolished in regards to civil

matters and outlawed corporate ownership of land. This last law backfired on the Juarez

administration when the law was used against the Indians in their communal land holdings.

However, in 1857 Juarez also drafted a new and stronger constitution that gave more freedoms

to the people and declared Mexico a democratic republic. In 1861, Juarez suspended interest

payments to his major foreign creditors, Britain, France and Spain. They signed an agreement

to pressure Mexico for payment, but when the French actually invaded Mexico, landing troops

at Veracruz in December, Britain and Spain withdrew. The US protested but was involved in its

own civil war and helpless to intervene. The French installed a Hapsburg prince, Maximilian

Ferdinand, as Emperor, and the church as well as many upper class Creoles and even some

Indians supported the Empire. Juarez fled north into Chihuahua, taking his government and

treasury with him. His republican troops held the states of Chihuahua and Sinaloa. In 1865 the

American Civil War ended and the Americans deployed 50,000 troops along the Rio Grande,

supplied Juarez and set up a naval blockade that kept any more French troops from landing. It

was the beginning of the end for Maximilian, who had failed to build a base of support, mostly

because his ideas of constitutional monarchy and human rights were too liberal for most

Mexicans. Juarez executed him in June 1867. Because he had kept the Republican

government going and managed a successful resistance to Maximilian, Juarez was a hero

while his royalist, conservative enemies, along with the clergy, were considered to be traitors.

But Juarez’s liberal party governed for only another three years when a conservative backlash

unseated him and the old up and down of Mexican politics resumed. The conservative faction

ruled until 1911. Geronimo a HeroGeronimo, the most famous of the Apaches, was born in

1829 and after reaching manhood, fought for decades, against both the Americans and the

Mexicans, over lost tribal lands. The raids of the warriors were so vicious that within 15 years,

over 5000 Mexicans were killed and their settlements destroyed. As a deterrent, the Mexican



state of Sonora offered a hundred pesos for every Apache scalp that was brought into the

officials. This made Geronimo and his warriors even more determined to obliterate the settlers

and to escape alive after each raid. To add fuel to that determination, in 1858 while the Apache

men were in Casa Grande, Chihuahua trading, Mexican soldiers raided and killed the

protecting guards of the Indian camp, Geronimo’s wife, his three children and his mother. The

Mexicans stole the Indian’s ponies, destroyed their food supplies and took all the rifles and

ammunition that was stored there. From that day on Geronimo’s bitterness became intense. He

became relentless in his revenge over the death of his family and he inspired his fellow

warriors to constant war. So deep was his need to get even that he expanded his raiding

expeditions into Arizona, Texas and New Mexico, constantly returning to Mexico to hide in the

Sierra Madres (in the present day Copper Canyon area) where the army couldn’t find him. It

was during one of these raids that Geronimo attacked advancing Mexican soldiers so viciously

with only a knife that the solders were heard appealing to St. Jerome. Why soldiers would call

for an historian (420 AD) to come to their aid is beyond me but some soldiers, hearing the

cries, thought that the knife wielding Indian was being addressed by his name and so he

became known as Geronimo. During the war years from 1858 to 1886, Geronimo became a

skilled escape artist. It seemed no jail was strong enough nor his jailer crafty enough to hold

him. During one battle that took place in New Mexico, Geronimo and his warriors entered a

cave to escape from the soldiers. The soldiers thought that going into the cave was not

unnecessary because Geronimo would have to come out for food and water. They waited and

waited and waited but Geronimo never showed. He had found a passage that led to another

entrance/exit point, from which he fled. 

Mexicos Copper woman documentary

Travel Diary: Mexico's Copper Canyon, August 2006, The Lost Ones (A Quinn Colson Novel

Book 2), The Broken Places (A Quinn Colson Novel Book 3), The Ranger (A Quinn Colson

Novel Book 1), The Revelators (A Quinn Colson Novel Book 10), The Heathens (A Quinn

Colson Novel Book 11), The Redeemers (A Quinn Colson Novel Book 5), The Fallen (A Quinn

Colson Novel Book 7), D.C. Noir (Akashic Noir), Brooklyn Noir 2: The Classics (Akashic Noir),

San Francisco Noir 2: The Classics (Akashic Noir)

Jan-olof Olsson, “One of the few guides available for the Copper Canyon!. I am planning to visit

Mexico! One of the areas I am interested in is Copper Canyon! I believe this guide has the

necessary information an independent backpacker needs in the planning stage. This guides

books describes what to see and what to do in copper canyon, how to plan your travelling by

train, where one can stay overnight for all kind of budgets and possible restaurants. Safety

issues are very well explained. Recommended for the independent traveler!”

The book by Harry Liebersohn has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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